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Introduction
In Year 5 Addition and Subtraction, children build upon previous learning of formal written methods and gain fluency at using a range of 
strategies to solve mental calculations featuring large numbers. Children will begin to add and subtract whole numbers with more than 
4 digits using columnar methods and continue to practice solving multi-step problems, deciding which operations and methods to use 
and why. 

SolveIt Lesson Pack: Word Bank
Each letter of the alphabet has a value. Can children create a first 
name that is valued at exactly 50? Children solve the puzzle using 
addition and subtraction strategies. 

Challenge Cards

Starter Ideas

Display Pack

...all children should be able to:
• add and subtract using a columnar method; 

• add and subtract numbers with 4/5 digits;

• round numbers to the nearest 10, 100, 
1000;

• use rounding to check answers to 
calculations and determine, in the context 
of a problem, levels of accuracy;

• choose a sensible way of calculating when 
solving a problem;

• solve one and two step word problems;

• choose appropriate methods for mental 
calculation;

• practice mental calculation with increasingly 
larger numbers.

Assessment Statements
By the end of these lessons...

...some children will be able to:
• add larger numbers with decimal notation;

• round numbers to the nearest 10, 100, 
1000, 10 000, 100 000; 

• suggest alternate ways to solve puzzles/
problems.

...most children will be able to:
• add and subtract numbers with 5 + digits;

• round numbers to the nearest 10, 100, 100, 
1000, 10 000;

• able to talk about how they solved a 
problem.

Resources
In addition to your standard maths resources you will need...
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To add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits using formal written methods.

Formal Written Methods (1): Word Mayhem
I can add whole numbers with up to 4 digits using a written method.

Formal Written Methods (2): Flying Machines
 I can add whole numbers with more than 4 digits using a written method. 

Formal Written Methods (3): Flying High
I can add whole numbers with more than 4 digits using a written method.

Formal Written Methods (4): Conquering Everest
I can subtract whole numbers with up to 4 digits using a written method.

Formal Written Methods (5): Soaring the Skies
I can subtract whole numbers with up to 4 digits using a written method.

Formal Written Methods (6): Playing with Numbers
I can subtract whole numbers with up to 4 digits using a written method.

Home Learning: The Answer Is...
This differentiated Home Learning Task asks children to create their own word problems to match given totals.  

Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers. 

Mental Calculations (1): What a Mess!
I can use a range of mental calculation strategies.  

Mental Calculations (2): Number Battle
I can use mental calculation strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems.

Mental Calculations (3): Game On!
I can use mental calculation strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems.

Home Learning: Circles
Children complete the differentiated activity using mental strategies to fill in missing numbers. 

Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in context of a problem.

Rounding (1): Security Compromised
I can use a range of mental calculation strategies.  

Rounding (2): Decorator's Nightmare
I can use mental calculation strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems.

Rounding (3): Checking In
I can use mental calculation strategies to solve addition and subtraction problems.

Home Learning: Rounding in a Row
In this Home Learning activity, children play a differentiated rounding game with a friend or family member. 

Lesson Breakdown
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Solve addition and subtraction multistep problems, deciding which operation and methods to use and 
why.

Solving Problems (1): Sweet Shop
I can select the correct operation to use and explain why. 

Solving Problems (2): An Inspector Calls
I can select the correct operation to use and solve a problem.

Solving Problems (3): Treasure!
I can solve multi-step problems.

Home Learning: Problem Detective
Children create their own word problems to complete this differentiated Home Learning Task.  
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If you need us, just get in touch - contαct
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The Answer Is...

The Answer Is...

The Answer Is...

The Answer Is...

The answer is 7382. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 3 and 4 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 7382. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 3 and 4 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 7382. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 3 and 4 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 7382. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 3 and 4 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.
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The answer is 12 549. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 4 and 5 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 12 549. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 4 and 5 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The Answer Is...

The Answer Is...

The Answer Is...

The Answer Is...

The answer is 12 549. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 4 and 5 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 12 549. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 4 and 5 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.
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The answer is 148 394. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 5 and 6 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 148 394. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 5 and 6 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.
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The answer is 148 394. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 5 and 6 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.

The answer is 148 394. What could the question be?

1. Write 10 number sentences using addition and subtraction that would give the 
answer above. Use numbers that are at least 5 and 6 digits.

2. Write a word problem that would give the answer above.
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